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ABSTRACT. The integrable Novikov equation can be regarded as one of the Camassa-
Holm-type equations with cubic nonlinearity. In this paper, we prove the global existence
and uniqueness of the Hölder continuous energy conservative solutions for the Cauchy
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consideration here is the initial-value problem for the Novikov equation in the form
ut − uxxt + 4u2ux = 3uuxuxx + u2uxxx, x ∈ R, t > 0. (1.1)
This equation was proposed by Novikov [25] in a symmetry classification of nonlocal partial
differential equations with cubic nonlinearity. The Novikov equation (1.1) is among the
class of integrable equations with the Lax pair given as [25]
ψxxx = ψx + λm
2ψ + 2
mx
m
ψxx +
mmxx − 2m2x
m2
ψx,
ψt =
u
λm
ψxx − mux + umx
m2
ψx − u2ψx,
where m = (1 − ∂2x)u. A 3 × 3 matrix Lax pair representation to the Novikov equation
was derived by Hone and Wang [22]. Indeed, it can be shown that the Novikov equation is
related to a negative flow in the Sawada-Kotera hierarchy. It is also found that the Novikov
equation admits a bi-Hamiltonian structure [22]
mt = J2 δH1
δm
= J1 δH2
δm
,
with the Hamiltonian operators
J2 = −2(3m∂x + 2mx)(4∂x − ∂3x)−1(3m∂x +mx),
J1 = (1− ∂2x)
1
m
∂x
1
m
(1− ∂2x),
and the corresponding Hamiltonians
H1 =
1
3
∫
(m−8/3m2x + 9m
−2/3) dx, and H2 =
1
8
∫ (
u4 + 2u2u2x −
1
3
u4x
)
dx.
The relevance of the Novikov equation (1.1) to the Camassa-Holm (CH) equation [7, 18]
can be revealed from the following compact form
mt + u
2mx +
3
2
(u2)xm = 0, m = u− uxx, (1.2)
1
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whereas the CH equation can be written as
mt + umx + 2uxm = 0, m = u− uxx. (1.3)
The classical CH equation (1.3) was originally derived as a model for surface waves,
and has been studied extensively in the past two decades because of its many remarkable
properties: infinity of conservation laws and complete integrability [7, 18], existence of
peaked solitons and multi-peakons [7, 9], geometric formulations [10, 24], well-posedness
and breaking waves, meaning solutions remain bounded while their slope becomes un-
bounded in finite time [12, 13, 14, 15, 23]. In particular, breaking waves are commonly
observed in the ocean and are important for a variety of reasons, but surprisingly little is
known about them. Indeed, breaking waves place large hydrodynamic loads on man-made
structure, transfer horizontal momentum to surface currents, provide a source of turbulent
energy to mix the upper layers of the ocean, move sediment in shallow water, and enhance
the air-sea exchange of gases and particulate matter [11]. To further understand why waves
break and what happens during and after breaking themselves, we must first investigate the
dynamics of wave breaking. Research work on breaking waves can be divided into three
categories: those concerning waves (1) before, (2) during, and (3) after breaking. Although
up to now significant advances have been made in understanding the processes leading to the
breaking, there are still some aspects of these questions unanswered, in particular, question
(3), what happens after breaking of those waves.
Due to the formation of singularities of the strong solutions, it becomes imperative to
consider weak solutions. One is now confronted with two major challenges. The first is-
sue concerns the existence of weak solutions. In view of the hyperbolic structure of the
equation, the existence theory is fairly robust. For example, in the context of the CH equa-
tion, Xin-Zhang [26, 27] obtain a class of global weak solutions via a vanishing viscosity
approach. Such solutions are diffusive in nature. On the other hand, to incorporate the
peakon-antipeakon interaction, Bressan-Constantin [3, 4] manage to construct two types of
weak solutions to the CH equation, namely the conservative solution and the dissipative so-
lution. Their approach is based on a nonlinear change-of-unknowns which allows them to
transform the equation to a semi-linear system. The second difficulty is the non-uniqueness
of weak solutions, leading to analytic and numerical barriers to the well-posedness. To re-
solve this issue, it is necessary to devise proper criteria for singling out admissible weak
solutions. Usually, in the theory of continuum physics, such admissibility criteria can be
induced through the Second Law of thermodynamics, in the form of the “entropy" inequal-
ities. In the case of the CH equation, it is shown by Bressan-Chen-Zhang [1] that an energy
criterion can be adapted as a selection principle for admissible weak solutions. Relying on
the analysis of characteristics, they are able to convert the original initial-value problem to
a set of ODEs satisfied by the solution u and ux along the characteristics with a new energy
variable. From the uniqueness of the solution to this ODEs system, they obtain the unique-
ness of conservative solutions to the original equation. Such an approach is later extended
to the case of the variational wave equations [2]. Another set of works [5, 19, 20] on the
Lipschitz continuous dependence of solutions constructed in [3] under some new metric is
also of great interest.
Motivated by the works of Bressan-Constantin [3] and Bressan-Chen-Zhang [1, 2], we
aim to investigate the issue on the existence and uniqueness of global weak solution to the
Novikov equation. We rewrite the initial value problem of the Novikov equation in the
following weak form
ut + u
2ux + ∂xP1 + P2 = 0, (1.4)
u(0, x) = u0(x), (1.5)
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where we denote that
P1 := p ∗ (32uu2x + u3), P2 := 12p ∗ u3x, (1.6)
with p = 12e
−|x|. The weak solution we seek here is defined in the following.
Definition 1.1. The energy conservative solution u = u(t, x) of (1.4)-(1.5) satisfies
1. For any fixed t ≥ 0, u(t, ·) ∈ H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R). The map t → u(t, ·) is Lipschitz
continuous under the L4(R) metric.
2. The solution u = u(t, x) satisfies the initial condition (1.5) in L4(R), and∫∫
Λ
{−ux (φt + u2 φx) + (−32uu2x − u3 + P1 + ∂xP2)φ} dx dt
+
∫
R u0,xφ(0, x) dx = 0
(1.7)
for every test function φ ∈ C1c (Λ) with Λ =
{
(t, x)
∣∣∣ t ∈ [0,∞), x ∈ R}.
3. The solution u = u(t, x) is conservative if the balance law (2.6) is satisfied in the
following sense.
There exists a family of Radon measures {µ(t), t ∈ R+}, depending continuously
on time and w.r.t the topology of weak convergence of measures. For every t ∈
R+, the absolutely continuous part of µ(t) w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure has density
u4x(t, ·), which provides a measure-valued solution to the balance law∫
R+
{∫
(φt + u
2φx)dµ(t) +
∫ (
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
φdx
}
dt
− ∫R u40,xφ(0, x)dx = 0, (1.8)
for every test function φ ∈ C1c (Λ).
Now we state our main result on the global well-posedness of the energy conservative
solutions to (1.4)-(1.5).
Theorem 1.1. Let u0 ∈ H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R) be an absolute continuous function on x. Then
the initial value problem (1.4)-(1.5) admits a unique energy conservative solution u(t, x)
defined for all (t, x) ∈ R+ × R. The solution also satisfies the following properties.
1. u(t, x) is Hölder continuous with exponent 3/4 on both t and x.
2. The first energy density u2 + u2x is conserved for any time t ≥ 0, i.e.
E(t) = ‖u(t)‖2H1 = ‖u0‖2H1 for any t ≥ 0; (1.9)
3. The second energy density u4 + 2u2u2x − 13u4x is conserved in the following sense.
(i). An energy inequality is satisfied in (t, x) coordinates:
F(t) =
∫
R
(
u4 + 2u2u2x −
1
3
u4x
)
(t, x) dx ≥ F(0) for any t ≥ 0. (1.10)
(ii). Denote a family of Radon measures
{
ν(t), t ∈ R+
}
, such that
ν(t)(A) =
∫
A
(
u4 + 2u2u2x
)
(t, x) dx− 1
3
µ(t)(A)
for any Lebesgue measurable set A in R. Then for any t ∈ R+,
ν(t)(R) = F(0) =
∫
R
(
u4 + 2u2u2x −
1
3
u4x
)
(0, x) dx.
For any t ∈ R+, the absolutely continuous part of ν(t) w.r.t. Lebesgue measure
has density u4 + 2u2u2x − 13u4x. For almost every t ∈ R+, the singular part of
ν(t) is concentrated on the set where u = 0.
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4. A continuous dependence result holds. Consider a sequence of initial data u0n
such that ‖u0n − u0‖H1∩W 1,4 → 0, as n → ∞. Then the corresponding solutions
un(t, x) converge to u(t, x) uniformly for (t, x) in any bounded sets.
Note that one of the differences between our result and the one for the CH equation lies
in the concentration phenomenon of the energy measure, which is closely related to the
persistence of the singularity. In fact from the blow-up criterion one can use an auxiliary
variable v = 2 arctanux to keep track of the wave breaking: wave breaking occurs exactly
at cos v = −1. It turns out that at the point of singularity the dynamics of v follows
vt ∝ c′(u), where c(u) is the wave speed. Therefore if c′(u) 6= 0 then v would leave
−pi immediately. This transversality condition implies that the singularity will disappear
instantaneously. On the other hand, if at the place where cos v = −1 one also has c′(u) = 0,
then it is possible that this singularity will persist, leading to the concentration of energy.
For the CH equation, the wave speed c(u) = u, which is non-degenerate. Therefore for
almost all t ≥ 0 the energy measure is absolutely continuous, which means that the wave
breaking only happens instantaneously. However for the Novikov equation the wave speed
c(u) = u2 exhibits degeneracy at places where u = 0, and the dynamics of u involves
the interplay between the local and nonlocal terms, cf. (4.1). It is thus possible that the
solution remains zero for a period of time, and hence the higher order energy measure ν(t)
(or µ(t)) might have a singular part concentrated on the set where the solution vanishes.
This corresponds to having a sustainable singularity.
Following the approach in [3] and [8], one of the key ideas is to construct a “good" set of
new variables based on the characteristics and to transform the original equation to a closed
semi-linear system on these new variables. The choice for the new variables strongly hinges
upon the structure of the energy law of the system. It turns out that one of the new variables,
namely the energy dependent characteristic variable, can be constructed in a way such that
it dilates the possible wave-breaking due to the concentration of characteristics, cf. (3.2).
Moreover, the function spaces for the weak solutions are determined by the control of ux.
In the CH case the balance law for u2x leads to a closed estimate for ‖ux‖2L2 , and hence it
suffices to work in the H1 regularity frame with the energy density being 1 + u2x. However
for the Novikov equation, the balance law (2.3) for u2x involves a higher order convolution
P2, defined in (1.6), which fails to be bounded by the H1 energy. This suggests one to
seek higher order balance laws (cf. (2.6)) and work in higher regularity spaces. It turns
out that although such a balance law (2.6) including a term −4u3x ∂xP2 still does not close
the estimate for ‖ux‖4L4 due to the strong nonlocal effects (this is in strong contrast to the
case of variational waves as considered in [8]), it combines with some lower order balance
laws to generate a conservation lawF , which is enough to provide controls on ‖ux‖4L4 . This
motivates us to work in theH1∩W 1,4 space with the energy density chosen to be (1+u2x)2.
With the set of new variables and some auxiliary unknown functions defined (cf. (3.5))
we are able to derive a closed semi-linear system on these new variables, cf. (4.1). The stan-
dard ODE theory asserts that the local well-posedness of the system is guaranteed provided
that the right-hand side is Lipschitz. To extend the solution globally, some key a priori
estimates are achieved with the help of both the conservation laws on E and F defined in
(1.9) and (1.10), whereas in the case of the CH equation, only E is needed. The necessity
of including the conservation law of F , and hence enhancing the regularity requirement
for the Novikov equation is mainly due to the higher nonlinearity in the equation. This
enhanced regularity setup also changes the feature of the conservation of the lower order
energy E(t) = ‖u(t)‖2H1 . In the CH equation, E is conserved for almost all time, whereas
the better regularity of the Novikov solution leads to the exact conservation of E(t) for all
time.
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As for the uniqueness, we define a new energy variable as in (5.2) which is in the spirit
of [1]. Such an energy variable helps to select the “correct" characteristic after the collapse
of characteristics at the time of wave breaking. This selection criterion is motivated by the
idea of generalized characteristics used in [16]. Furthermore, with some other auxiliary
variables introduced associated to a given conservative solution, we can prove that these
variables satisfy a particular semi-linear system which admits well-posedness, yielding the
uniqueness of the conservative solution in the original variables. Again as we mentioned
earlier, the wave speed of the Novikov equation has certain degeneracy, and hence the con-
centration of the energy is more delicate. We want to point that if energy concentration
happens in an open set of time along any characteristic, one must have simultaneously that
u = 0 and the auxiliary variable v = 2 arctanux = −pi.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 is a short review on conservation
laws and basic estimates for the Lipschitz continuous solution of semilinear system. A
semi-linea system with a new variables is constructed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted
to global existence for the semi-linear system and the solutions are transferable to those of
the original equation (1.4). The crucial estimate and technical tool to determine a unique
characteristic curve passing through every initial point is discussed in Section 5. Finally,
according to various status of the slope of conservative solution ux, along a characteristic,
a proof of the uniqueness of solution is given in the last section, Section 6.
2. CONSERVATION LAWS AND SOME ESTIMATES
For smooth solutions, we differentiate (1.4) with respect to x to get
uxt + u
2uxx +
1
2uu
2
x − u3 + P1 + ∂xP2 = 0. (2.1)
Multiplying u to (1.4) we obtain(
u2
2
)
t
+
(
1
4
u4 + uP1
)
x
+
1
2
uP2 = uxP1. (2.2)
Multiplying ux to (2.1), we have(
u2x
2
)
t
+ u2
(
u2x
2
)
x
+
1
2
uu3x −
(
u4
4
)
x
+ uxP1 + ux∂xP2 = 0,
which, upon using the identity pxx ∗ f = p ∗ f − f , yields(
u2x
2
)
t
+
(
u2u2x
2
− u
4
4
+
1
2
u∂xP2
)
x
− 1
2
uP2 = −uxP1. (2.3)
Therefore from (2.2) and (2.3) we have the following local conservation law(
u2 + u2x
2
)
t
+
(
u2u2x
2
+ uP1 + u∂xP2
)
x
= 0. (2.4)
To derive another local conservation law, we multiply 4u3 to (1.4) and 4u3x to (2.1) to
(u4)t +
(
2
3
u6 + 4u3P1
)
x
= −4u3P2 + 12u2uxP1, (2.5)
(u4x)t + (u
2u4x)x = 4u
3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2). (2.6)
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From the above two, a direct computation shows that the following local conservation law
holds. (
u4 + 2u2u2x −
1
3
u4x
)
t
+
[
2u4u2x −
1
3
u2u4x +
4
3
u3(P1 + ∂xP2)
]
x
+
4
3
[
(P1 + ∂xPx)
2 − (P2 + ∂xP1)2
]
x
= 0.
(2.7)
Thus from (2.4) and (2.7) we have the following two conserved quantities
E(t) :=
∫
R
(
u2 + u2x
)
(t, x) dx = E(0), (2.8)
F(t) :=
∫
R
(
u4 + 2u2u2x −
1
3
u4x
)
(t, x) dx = F(0). (2.9)
From the above two conservation laws and the Sobolev inequality
‖u‖2L∞ ≤ ‖u‖2H1 = E(0)
we deduce that
‖ux‖4L4 = 3
∫
R
(
u4 + 2u2u2x
)
dx− 3F(t)
≤ 3
(
‖u‖2L∞
∫
R
(u2 + 2u2x) dx−F(t)
)
≤ 3 (2E(t)2 −F(t)) = 3 (2E(0)2 −F(0)) ,
(2.10)
which in turn implies that
‖ux‖3L3 ≤
√
3E(0) [2E(0)2 −F(0)] =: K. (2.11)
From (2.11) we are able to bound Pi(t) together with the derivatives ∂xPi for i = 1, 2 as
follows.
‖P1(t)‖L∞ , ‖∂xP1(t)‖L∞ ≤ ‖p‖L∞
∥∥∥∥32uu2x + u3
∥∥∥∥
L1
≤ 3
4
E(0)3/2,
‖P1(t)‖L2 , ‖∂xP1(t)‖L2 ≤ ‖p‖L2
∥∥∥∥32uu2x + u3
∥∥∥∥
L1
≤ 3
2
√
2
E(0)3/2,
‖P2(t)‖L∞ , ‖∂xP2(t)‖L∞ ≤ 1
2
‖p‖L∞‖u3x‖L1 ≤
1
4
K,
‖P2(t)‖L2 , ‖∂xP2(t)‖L2 ≤
1
2
‖p‖L2‖u3x‖L1 ≤
1
2
√
2
K.
(2.12)
3. SEMI-LINEAR SYSTEM FOR SMOOTH SOLUTIONS
Next we derive a semi-linear system for smooth solutions.
The equation of the characteristic is
dx(t)
dt
= u2
(
t, x(t)
)
. (3.1)
We denote the characteristic passing through the point (t, x) as
a 7→ xc(a; t, x) .
As is explained in the Introduction, we use the energy density (1 + u2x)
2 and introduce
new coordinates (T, Y ), such that
Y ≡ Y (t, x) :=
∫ xc(0; t, x)
0
(1 + u2x(0, x
′))2 dx′. (3.2)
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Here Y = Y (t, x) is a characteristic coordinate, which satisfies
Yt + u
2Yx = 0 (3.3)
for any (t, x) ∈ R+ × R. Denote
T = t.
Then any smooth function f(t, x) = f(T, x(T, Y )) can be considered as a function of
(T, Y ) also denoted by f(T, Y ). It is easy to check that
ft + u
2fx = fY (Yt + u
2Yx) + fT (Tt + u
2Tx) = fT .
where we use (3.3), Tt = 1 and Tx = 0. On the other hand, we have
fx = fY Yx + fTTx = fY Yx.
In a summary, we have
fT = ft + u
2fx, and fY =
fx
Yx
. (3.4)
We define
v := 2 arctanux and ξ :=
(1 + u2x)
2
Yx
. (3.5)
Note that Yx measures the accumulation of characteristics, and thus ξ can be thought of as
the balance between the characteristic concentration and the energy density dilation.
Simple computation leads to
1
1 + u2x
= cos2
v
2
,
u2x
1 + u2x
= sin2
v
2
and
ux
1 + u2x
=
1
2
sin v. (3.6)
In the next step, we derive a closed semi-linear system on unknowns u, v, and ξ under
the independent variables (T, Y ). This method is first used by Bressan and Constantin in
[3] in establishing H1 solution u(t, ·) for Camassa-Holm equation modeling wave wave. In
this paper, we use similar unknowns as those used in [8] which work for more general class
of solutions. First,
uT = ut + u
2ux = −∂xP1 − P2 (3.7)
with
P2(Y ) =
1
4
∫ ∞
−∞
e−|x−x¯|u3x(t, x¯) dx¯
=
1
8
∫ ∞
−∞
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (T,Y˜ ) dY˜ |(ξ sin v sin2
v
2
) (T, Y¯ ) dY¯
and similarly
∂xP1(Y ) =
1
2
(∫∞
Y −
∫ Y
−∞
)
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (T,Y˜ ) dY˜ |(38u sin
2 v + u3 cos4 v2 ) ξ (T, Y¯ ) dY¯
for any time t = T .
Next we calculate the equations for v and ξ. First,
vT =
2
1 + u2x
(
uxt + u
2 uxx
)
=
2
1 + u2x
(−1
2
uu2x + u
3 − P1 − ∂xP2)
= −u sin2 v
2
+ 2u3 cos2
v
2
− 2 cos2 v
2
(P1 + ∂xP2) . (3.8)
To derive the equation for ξ, we need to use the following relation:
Ytx + u
2Yxx = −2uuxYx. (3.9)
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which can be derived from (3.3). We have
ξT =
(
(1 + u2x)
2
Yx
)
T
(3.10)
=
1
Yx
2(1 + u2x)
(
(u2x)t + u
2(u2x)x
)− (1 + u2x)2
(Yx)2
(Yxt + u
2Yxx)
=
1
Yx
(
(u4x)t + u
2(u4x)x + 2(u
2
x)t + 2u
2(u2x)x
)
+
1 + 2u2x + u
4
x
Yx
2uux
=
1
Yx
(
(u4x)t + (u
2u4x)x + 2(u
2
x)t + 2u
2(u2x)x
)
+
2uux + 4uu
3
x
Yx
= ξ
(4u3 + 2u)u3x − (4u3x + 4ux)(P1 + ∂xP2) + (4u3 + 2u)ux
(1 + u2x)
2
= ξ
[
(2u3 + u) sin2
v
2
− 2 (P1 + ∂xP2) + (2u3 + u) cos2 v
2
]
sin v ,
= ξ
[
(2u3 + u)− 2(P1 + ∂xP2)
]
sin v.
4. GLOBAL EXISTENCE
In the first subsection, we prove the global existence of solutions for the semi-linear
system derived in the previous section. Then we transform the solution for the semi-linear
system to the original equation (1.4).
Note, in the first subsection, we start from the semi-linear system and do not use any
more information in the previous section when we derive it, including the definitions of v
and ξ.
4.1. Existence of semi-linear system. The semi-linear system is
uT = −∂xP1 − P2
vT = −u sin2 v2 + 2u3 cos2 v2 − 2 cos2 v2 (P1 + ∂xP2)
ξT = ξ
[
(2u3 + u)− 2 (P1 + ∂xP2)
]
sin v,
(4.1)
with initial conditions given as
u(0, Y ) = u0(x(0, Y )),
v(0, Y ) = 2 arctan(u′0(x(0, Y ))),
ξ(0, Y ) = 1.
(4.2)
where
P1(Y ) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (T,Y˜ ) dY˜ |
(
3
8
u sin2 v + u3 cos4
v
2
)
ξ (T, Y¯ ) dY¯ ,
∂xP1(Y ) =
1
2
(∫ ∞
Y
−
∫ Y
−∞
)
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (T,Y˜ ) dY˜ |
(
3
8
u sin2 v + u3 cos4
v
2
)
ξ (T, Y¯ ) dY¯ ,
P2(Y ) =
1
8
∫ ∞
−∞
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (T,Y˜ ) dY˜ | (ξ sin v sin2 v
2
)
(T, Y¯ ) dY¯ ,
∂xP2(Y ) =
1
8
(∫ ∞
Y
−
∫ Y
−∞
)
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (T,Y˜ ) dY˜ | (ξ sin v sin2 v
2
)
(T, Y¯ ) dY¯ .
(4.3)
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It is easy to see that semi-linear system (4.1) is invariant under translation by 2pi in v.
It would be more precise to use eiv as variable. For simplicity, we use v ∈ [−pi, pi] with
endpoints identified.
Now we consider (4.1) as a system of ordinary differential equations on (u, v, ξ) in the
Banach space
X :=
[
H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R)]× [L2(R) ∩ L∞(R)]× L∞(R) (4.4)
with the norm
‖(u, v, ξ)‖X := ‖u‖H1 + ‖u‖W 1,4 + ‖v‖L2 + ‖v‖L∞ + ‖ξ‖L∞ .
From the standard ODE theory it follows that to obtain the local wellposedness of solu-
tions to the system (4.1)-(4.2), it suffices to prove that all functions on the right-hand side
of (4.1) are locally Lipschitz continuous. Then the energy conservation would ensure the
global wellposedness.
Lemma 4.1 (Local wellposedness). Let u0 ∈ H1(R)∩W 1,4(R). Then there exists a T0 > 0
such that the initial value problem (4.1)-(4.2) has a unique solution defined on [0, T0].
Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to that from [3]. For completeness we provide the
details. As explained in the previous paragraph, our goal is to show that the right-hand side
of (4.1) is Lipschitz continuous in (u, v, ξ) on every bounded domain Ω in X of the form
Ω =
{
(u, v, ξ) : ‖u‖H1 + ‖u‖W 1,4 ≤ A, ‖v‖L2 ≤ B, ‖v‖L∞ ≤
3pi
2
,
ξ− ≤ ξ(x) ≤ ξ+ a.e. x
}
,
for any positive constants α, β, ξ−, ξ+.
From the Sobolev inequality
‖u‖L∞ ≤ ‖u‖H1 , and ‖u‖L∞ ≤ C‖u‖W 1,4 ,
and the uniform bounds on v, ξ it follows that the maps
−u sin2 v
2
, 2u3 cos2
v
2
, (2u3 + u)ξ sin v
are all Lipschitz continuous from Ω into L2(R) ∩ L4(R) ∩ L∞(R). Thus what remains to
prove is that the maps
(u, v, ξ) 7→ (Pi, ∂xPi), i = 1, 2 (4.5)
are Lipschitz from Ω into L2(R) ∩ L4(R) ∩ L∞(R). In fact we can show that the above
maps are Lipschitz from Ω into H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R).
A crucial idea is to utilize the exponential decay in Pi and ∂xPi as |Y − Y¯ | → ∞. For
that purpose, we first notice that for (u, v, ξ) ∈ Ω it holds
measure
{
Y ∈ R :
∣∣∣∣v(Y )2
∣∣∣∣ ≥ pi4
}
≤ measure
{
Y ∈ R : sin2 v(Y )
2
≥ 1
2
}
≤ 2
∫
{
Y ∈R: sin2 v(Y )
2
≥ 1
2
} sin2 v(Y )
2
dY
≤ 1
2
∫
{
Y ∈R: sin2 v(Y )
2
≥ 1
2
} v2(Y ) dY ≤ B2
2
.
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Thus for any Y¯ < Y we have∫ Y
Y¯
ξ(Y˜ ) cos4
v(Y˜ )
2
dY˜ ≥
∫
{
Y˜ ∈[Y¯ ,Y ],
∣∣∣ v(Y˜ )2 ∣∣∣≤pi4}
ξ−
4
dY˜
≥ ξ
−
4
[
(Y − Y¯ )− B
2
2
]
,
(4.6)
and we can define the following exponentially decaying function
Γ(ζ) := min
{
1, exp
(
B2ξ−
8
− |ζ|ξ
−
4
)}
. (4.7)
A direct computation shows that
‖Γ‖L1 =
(∫
|ζ|≤B2
2
+
∫
|ζ|≥B2
2
)
Γ(ζ) dζ = B2 +
8
ξ−
. (4.8)
We first show that Pi, ∂xPi ∈ H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R), that is,
Pi, ∂Y Pi, ∂xPi, ∂Y (∂xPi) ∈ L2(R) ∩ L4(R). (4.9)
It suffices to obtain the a priori estimates. For simplicity we will only consider ∂xPi. The
estimates for Pi are entirely similar.
From the definition (4.3) we have
|∂xP1(Y )| ≤ ξ
+
2
∣∣∣∣Γ ∗ [|u|(38 sin2 v + u2 cos4 v2
)]
(Y )
∣∣∣∣ ,
|∂xP2(Y )| ≤ ξ
+
8
∣∣∣Γ ∗ (| sin v| sin2 v
2
)
(Y )
∣∣∣ .
Therefore by Young’s inequality it follows that for p = 2, 4,
‖∂xP1‖Lp ≤ ξ
+
2
‖Γ‖L1
(
3
8
‖u‖Lp + ‖u‖L∞‖u2‖Lp
)
<∞,
‖∂xP1‖Lp ≤ ξ
+
8
‖Γ‖L1 ·
1
4
‖v2‖Lp ≤ ξ
+
32
‖Γ‖L1‖v‖(2p−2)/pL∞ ‖v‖2/pL2 <∞.
Next differentiating ∂xPi we have
∂Y (∂xP1)(Y ) =−
[
3
8
u(Y ) sin2 v(Y ) + u3(Y ) cos4
v(Y )
2
]
ξ(Y )
+
1
2
(∫ ∞
Y
−
∫ Y
−∞
)
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (Y˜ ,T ) dY˜ |
· ξ(Y ) cos4 v(Y )
2
sgn(Y¯ − Y ) (4.10)
·
(
3
8
u(Y¯ ) sin2 v(Y¯ ) + u3(Y¯ ) cos4
v(Y¯ )
2
)
ξ (Y¯ ) dY¯ ,
∂Y (∂xP2)(Y ) =− 1
4
sin v(Y ) sin2
v(Y )
2
ξ(Y )
+
1
8
(∫ ∞
Y
−
∫ Y
−∞
)
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (Y˜ ,T ) dY˜ | (4.11)
· ξ(Y ) cos4 v(Y )
2
sgn(Y¯ − Y ) · sin v(Y¯ ) sin2 v(Y¯ )
2
ξ(Y¯ ) dY¯ .
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Therefore
|∂Y (∂xP1)(Y )| ≤ ξ+
(
3
8
|u|+ |u3|
)
+
(ξ+)2
2
∣∣∣∣Γ ∗ [|u|(38 sin2 v + u2 cos4 v2
)]∣∣∣∣ ,
|∂Y (∂xP2)(Y )| ≤ ξ
+
4
| sin v|+ (ξ
+)2
8
∣∣∣Γ ∗ (| sin v| sin2 v
2
)∣∣∣ .
From previous estimates it suffices to bound ξ+
(
3
8 |u|+ |u3|
)
and ξ
+
4 | sin v| in Lp for p =
2, 4. Indeed, ∥∥∥∥ξ+(38 |u|+ |u3|
)∥∥∥∥
Lp
≤ ξ+
(
3
8
‖u‖Lp + ‖u‖2L∞‖u‖Lp
)
<∞,∥∥∥∥ξ+4 | sin v|
∥∥∥∥
Lp
≤ ξ
+
4
‖v‖Lp <∞.
The similar estimates can be obtained for Pi, ∂Y Pi, and hence we prove (4.9). Thus the
maps defined in (4.5) take values in H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R).
Next we check the Lipschitz continuity of the map given in (4.5). This can be proved by
showing that for (u, v, ξ) ∈ Ω, the partial derivatives
∂uPi, ∂vPi, ∂ξPi, ∂u(∂xPi), ∂v(∂xPi), ∂ξ(∂xPi) (4.12)
are uniformly bounded linear operators from the appropriate spaces into H1(R)∩W 1,4(R).
Again we only detail the argument for ∂u(∂xP1). All other derivatives can be estimated by
the same methods.
For a given (u, v, ξ) ∈ Ω and for a test function φ ∈ H1(R), the operators ∂u(∂xP1) and
∂u(∂Y ∂xP1) are defined by
[∂u(∂xP1) · φ] (Y ) =1
2
(∫ ∞
Y
−
∫ Y
−∞
)
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (Y˜ ,T ) dY˜ |
·
[
3
8
sin2 v(Y¯ ) + 3u2(Y¯ ) cos4
v(Y¯ )
2
]
ξ(Y¯ )φ(Y¯ ) dY¯ ,
[∂u(∂Y ∂xP1) · φ] =−
[
3
8
sin2 v(Y ) + 3u2(Y ) cos4
v(Y )
2
]
ξ(Y ) · φ(Y )
+
1
2
(∫ ∞
Y
−
∫ Y
−∞
)
e−|
∫ Y
Y¯ (ξ cos
4 v
2
) (Y˜ ,T ) dY˜ |
· ξ(Y ) cos4 v(Y )
4
sgn(Y¯ − Y )
·
(
3
8
sin2 v(Y¯ ) + 3u2(Y¯ ) cos4
v(Y¯ )
2
)
ξ (Y¯ )φ(Y¯ ) dY¯ .
Therefore for p = 2, 4,
‖∂u(∂xP1) · φ‖Lp ≤
ξ+
2
∥∥∥∥Γ ∗ (38 sin2 v + 3u2 cos4 v2
)∥∥∥∥
Lp
‖φ‖L∞
≤ ξ
+
2
‖Γ‖L1
(
3
8
‖v‖Lp + 3‖u2‖Lp
)
‖φ‖H1 ,
‖∂u(∂Y ∂xP1) · φ‖Lp ≤ ξ+
∥∥∥∥38 sin2 v + 3u2 cos4 v2
∥∥∥∥
Lp
‖φ‖L∞
+
(ξ+)2
2
∥∥∥∥Γ ∗ (38 sin2 v + 3u2 cos4 v2
)∥∥∥∥
Lp
‖φ‖L∞
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≤ ξ+
(
1 +
ξ+
2
‖Γ‖L1
)(
3
8
‖v‖Lp + 3‖u2‖Lp
)
‖φ‖H1 .
From the above two estimates we know that ∂u∂xP1 is a bounded linear operator from
H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R) into H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R). The boundedness of other partial derivatives in
(4.12) can be obtained in a similar way. Thus we have established the Lipschitz continuity
of the maps (4.5).
Now we can apply the standard ODE theory in Banach spaces to prove that the Cauchy
problem (4.1)-(4.2) admits a unique solution on [0, T ] for some T > 0, establishing the
local wellposedness. 
The next step is to extend the solution obtained in Lemma 4.1 globally.
Theorem 4.1 (Global wellposedness). Let u0 ∈ H1(R) ∩W 1,4(R). Then the initial value
problem (4.1)-(4.2) admits a unique solution defined for all T ≥ 0.
Proof. From the previous lemma we know that in order to continue the local solution, one
needs to show that for all T <∞,
‖u‖H1 + ‖u‖W 1,4 + ‖v‖L2 + ‖v‖L∞ + ‖ξ‖L∞ +
∥∥∥∥1ξ
∥∥∥∥
L∞
<∞. (4.13)
First we claim that
uY =
ux
Yx
=
ux
1 + u2x
1
1 + u2x
ξ =
1
2
ξ sin v cos2
v
2
. (4.14)
To get (4.14), one needs to check
uY T = uTY .
From (4.1) and (4.3) we have
uY T =
(
1
2
ξ sin v cos2
v
2
)
T
= 12 ξ sin
2 v cos2 v2
{
(2u3 + u) sin2 v2 − 2 (P1 + ∂xP2) + (2u3 + u) cos2 v2
}
+12 ξ (1− 4 sin2 v2 )
(
− u sin2 v2 + 2u3 cos2 v2 − 2 cos2 v2 (P1 + ∂xP2)
)
cos2 v2
= ξ
{
3
8u sin
2 v + u3 cos4 v2 − cos4 v2 (P1 + ∂xP2)
}
= uTY , (4.15)
Moreover the initial conditions imply that at T = 0
uY =
1
2
sin v cos2
v
2
, and ξ = 1,
which means that (4.14) holds initially. Therefore (4.15) indicates that (4.14) holds for all
T , as long as the solution exists.
Next we check the conservation laws (2.8) and (2.9). In the new system, the conservation
of E(T ) and F (T ) read
E(T ) :=
∫
R
(
u2 cos2
v
2
+ sin2
v
2
)
ξ cos2
v
2
dY = E(0), (4.16)
F (T ) :=
∫
R
(
u4 cos4
v
2
+ 2u2 cos2
v
2
sin2
v
2
− 1
3
sin4
v
2
)
ξ dY = F (0). (4.17)
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Some other identities about the Y -derivatives which will be used are the following.
∂Y Pi = ξ cos
4 v
2
∂xPi, i = 1, 2,
∂Y (∂xP1) = −
(
3
8
u sin2 v + u3 cos4
v
2
)
ξ + ξ cos4
v
2
P1,
∂Y (∂xP2) = −1
4
sin v cos2
v
2
ξ + ξ cos4
v
2
P2.
(4.18)
Using (4.1) we can write
dE
dT
=
∫
R
[(
u2 cos4
v
2
+
1
4
sin2 v
)
ξ
]
T
dY
=
∫
R
ξ
{
−2u cos4 v
2
(∂xP1 + P2)−
(
2u2 cos3
v
2
sin
v
2
− 1
2
sin v cos v
)
·
[
−u sin2 v
2
+ 2u3 cos2
v
2
− 2 cos2 v
2
(P1 + ∂xP2)
]
+ sin v
(
u2 cos4
v
2
+
1
4
sin2 v
)[
(2u3 + u)− 2(P1 + ∂xP2)
]}
dY.
Then applying (4.14) and (4.18) we end up with
dE
dT
=
∫
R
[
u4 − 2u(P1 + ∂xP2)
]
Y
dY = 0,
where in deriving the last equality we have used the asymptotic property lim|Y |→∞ u(Y ) =
0 as u ∈ H1(R), and the fact that Pi, ∂xPi ∈ H1(R) and hence uniformly bounded.
Similarly for the conservation of F , after a long calculation we obtain
dF
dT
=
∫
R
{
u6 +
4
3
[
u3(P1 + ∂xP2) + (P2 + ∂xP1)
2 − (P1 + ∂xP2)2
]}
Y
dY
= 0,
where the last equality follows from the fact that u, Pi, ∂xPi ∈ H1(R).
Now we have proved the conservation laws (4.16) and (4.17) in the new variables along
any solution of (4.1)-(4.2). Hence a uniform a priori estimate on ‖u(T )‖L∞ can be obtained
as
sup
Y
|u2(T, Y )| ≤ 2
∫
R
|uuY | dY ≤
∫
R
|u|
∣∣∣sin v cos2 v
2
∣∣∣ ξ dY
≤
∫
R
2|u|
∣∣∣sin v
2
cos3
v
2
∣∣∣ ξ dY ≤ E(0). (4.19)
Next we want to use the equation for ξ in (4.1) to derive the L∞ bound for ξ. From
definition (4.3) and (4.16) we have
‖P1(T )‖L∞ ≤ 1
2
∥∥∥∥|u|(32 sin2 v2 cos2 v2 + u2 cos4 v2
)
ξ
∥∥∥∥
L1
≤ 3
4
E(0)3/2. (4.20)
For ∂xP2, we have
‖∂xP2(T )‖L∞ ≤ 1
8
(∫
R
ξ sin2 v dY
)1/2(∫
R
ξ sin4
v
2
dY
)1/2
From definition (4.16) we know∫
R
ξ sin2 v dY =
∫
R
4ξ sin2
v
2
cos2
v
2
dY ≤ 4E(0).
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Further using (4.17) and (4.19) it follows that∫
R
ξ sin4
v
2
dY = 3
[∫
R
(
u4 cos4
v
2
+ 2u2 cos2
v
2
sin2
v
2
)
ξ dY − F (0)
]
≤ 3 [2E(0)2 − F (0)] .
Putting together the above two estimates we arrive at
‖∂xP2(T )‖L∞ ≤ 1
4
√
3E(0) [2E(0)2 − F (0)] = 1
4
K, (4.21)
where K is defined in (2.11). This way we have in fact recovered the estimates (2.12) in the
new variables.
With the estimates (4.20)-(4.21), it is now clear from the third equation in (4.1) that
|ξT | ≤
[
2E(0)3/2 + E(0)1/2 + 2
(
3
4
E(0)3/2 +
1
4
K
)]
ξ =: A0ξ.
Together with the initial condition ξ(0, Y ) = 1 we know that
e−A0T ≤ ξ(T ) ≤ eA0T . (4.22)
Similarly when plugging the estimates (4.19) and (4.20)-(4.21) into the second equation
of (4.1) we find
|vT | ≤ 2E(0)3/2 + E(0)1/2 + 2
(
3
4
E(0)3/2 +
1
4
K
)
= A0.
Hence
‖v(T )‖L∞ ≤ ‖v(0)‖L∞ +A0T. (4.23)
To obtain the estimates on ‖u(T )‖L2 we multiply u to the first equation of (4.1) to deduce
d
dT
(
1
2
‖u(T )‖2L2
)
≤ ‖u(T )‖L∞ (‖∂xP1‖L1 + ‖P2‖L1) .
Similarly we have
d
dT
(
1
4
‖u(T )‖4L4
)
≤ ‖u(T )‖3L∞ (‖∂xP1‖L1 + ‖P2‖L1) ,
d
dT
(
1
2
‖uY (T )‖2L2
)
≤ ‖uY (T )‖L∞ (‖∂Y (∂xP1)‖L1 + ‖∂Y P2‖L1) ,
d
dT
(
1
4
‖uY (T )‖2L2
)
≤ ‖uY (T )‖3L∞ (‖∂Y (∂xP1)‖L1 + ‖∂Y P2‖L1) .
From (4.14) and (4.22) we know that
‖uY (T )‖L∞ ≤ 1
2
‖ξ(T )‖L∞ ≤ 1
2
eA0T . (4.24)
Therefore in order to show that ‖u(T )‖H1 + ‖u(T )‖W 1,4 is bounded for T <∞, it suffices
to derive the W 1,1 bound for ∂xP1 and P2. For simplicity we only consider ‖∂Y (∂xP1)‖L1 .
The other terms can be bounded the same way.
First we look for a lower bound of | ∫ YY¯ ξ(Y¯ ) cos4 v(Y¯ )2 dY¯ |. Since we have restricted
v ∈ [−pi, pi] with endpoints identified, it follows that for Y > Y¯∫ Y
Y¯
ξ(Y˜ ) cos4
v(Y˜ )
2
dY˜ =
∫ Y
Y¯
ξ(Y˜ ) cos2
v(Y˜ )
2
dY˜ −
∫ Y
Y¯
ξ(Y˜ ) cos2
v(Y˜ )
2
sin2
v(Y˜ )
2
dY˜
≥
∫
{
Y˜ ∈[Y¯ ,Y ],
∣∣∣ v(Y˜ )2 ∣∣∣≤pi4} ξ(Y˜ ) cos
2 v(Y˜ )
2
dY˜ − E(0)
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≥
∫
{
Y˜ ∈[Y¯ ,Y ],
∣∣∣ v(Y˜ )2 ∣∣∣≤pi4}
1
4
ξ(Y˜ ) dY˜ − E(0)
≥ξ
−
4
(Y − Y¯ )−
∫
{
Y˜ ∈[Y¯ ,Y ],
∣∣∣ v(Y˜ )2 ∣∣∣≥pi4}
1
4
ξ(Y˜ ) dY˜ − E(0)
≥ξ
−
4
(Y − Y¯ )−
∫
{
Y˜ ∈[Y¯ ,Y ],
∣∣∣ v(Y˜ )2 ∣∣∣≥pi4} ξ(Y˜ ) sin
4 v(Y˜ )
2
dY˜ − E(0)
≥ξ
−
4
(Y − Y¯ )− 3 [2E(0)2 − F (0)]− E(0),
where now ξ− = e−A0T . Thus as before we define the kernel function
Γ(ζ) := min
{
1, exp
(
K0 − |ζ|ξ
−
4
)}
,
with the property that
‖Γ‖L1 =
8(K0 + 1)
ξ−
= 8eA0T (K0 + 1),
where K0 = 3
[
2E(0)2 − F (0)]+ E(0). Thus upon using (4.10) we have
‖∂Y (∂xP1)‖L1 ≤
∥∥∥∥u(38 sin2 v + u2 cos4 v2
)
ξ
∥∥∥∥
L1
+
1
2
‖ξ‖L∞
∥∥∥∥Γ ∗ u(38 sin2 v + u2 cos4 v2
)
ξ
∥∥∥∥
L1
≤
(
1 +
1
2
‖ξ‖L∞‖Γ‖L1
)∥∥∥∥u(38 sin2 v + u2 cos4 v2
)
ξ
∥∥∥∥
L1
≤3
2
[
1 + 4e2A0T (K0 + 1)
]
E(0)3/2.
Lastly we try to bound ‖v‖L2 . Multiplying v to the second equation of (4.1) we have
d
dT
(
1
2
‖v(T )‖2L2
)
≤ (‖u‖L2 + 2‖u‖L∞‖u‖L2) ‖v‖L2
+ (‖P1‖L1 + ‖∂xP2‖L1) ‖v‖L∞ .
The bounds for ‖P1‖L1 and ‖∂xP2‖L1 can be obtained in the same way as before. Thus
we can prove that ‖v(T )‖L2 remains bounded for T < ∞. This proves (4.13) and hence
completes the proof of the theorem. 
4.2. Inverse transformation and global existence of solutions to (1.4). Now we use an
inverse transformation on the solution of the semi-linear system to construct the solution to
(1.4).
We define x and t as functions of T and Y :
x(T, Y ) = x¯(Y ) +
∫ T
0
u2(τ, Y ) dτ, t = T.
So
∂
∂T
x(T, Y ) = u2(T, Y ), x(0, Y ) = x¯(Y ), (4.25)
which says that x(t, Y ) is a characteristic.
In the rest of this section, we will show that the following function
u(t, x) = u(T, Y ) if x = x(T, Y ), t = T
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provides a weak solution of (1.4)-(1.5) which satisfies the properties listed in Theorem 1.1.
We will proceed in several steps.
Step 1. We show that the image of map from (T, Y ) to (t, x) is the entire R2. In fact,
because ‖u2‖L∞ ≤ E0,
x¯(Y )− E0T ≤ x(T, Y ) ≤ x¯(Y ) + E0T,
then from the definition (3.2) of Y we have
lim
Y→±∞
x(T, Y ) = ±∞.
So the image of continuous map (t, Y )→ (t, x(t, Y )) covers the entire plane R2.
Step 2. Now we derive the equation
xY = ξ cos
4 v
2
. (4.26)
In fact, a direct calculation using (4.1) implies that(
ξ cos4
v
2
)
T
= (u2)Y = (xT )Y = (xY )T ,
where we have also used (4.25). From the definition (3.5) we know that xY = ξ cos4 v2
holds for almost every ξ ∈ R initially, and so equation (4.26) is true for any T ≥ 0 and
Y ∈ R. As a consequence, for any fixed T , x(T, Y ) is non-decreasing on Y .
Furthermore, for any smooth function f :
fT (T, Y ) = ft(t, x) + u
2fx(t, x), fY (T, Y ) = ξ cos
4 v
2
· fx(t, x). (4.27)
Similar, by equation of uY in (4.14), when cos v2 6= 0, we have
ux = tan
v
2
,
hence also recover all equations in (3.5) and (3.6).
Step 3. In this key step, we show that u(x, t) = u(x(Y, T ), t(T )) is well defined although
the map from (Y, T ) to (x, t) is not one-to-one. In fact, if
x(T ∗, Y1) = x(T ∗, Y2),
with Y1 < Y2, then
x(T ∗, Y ) = x(T ∗, Y1) for any Y ∈ [Y1, Y2]
because of the monotonicity of x(T, Y ) on Y given in (4.26). Then still by (4.26),
cos
v
2
(T ∗, Y ) = 0, when Y ∈ [Y1, Y2].
Finally using the equation (4.14) on u, we know
uY (T
∗, Y ) = 0, when Y ∈ [Y1, Y2],
hence
u(T ∗, Y1) = u(T ∗, Y2),
which means that u(t, x) = u(t(T ), x(T, Y )) is well defined.
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Step 4. Now we discuss the regularity of u(t, x) and energy conservations. Recall, by
(4.16), energies E(T ) and F (T ) are both conservative on (T, Y ) coordinates. Using this
information, we prove (1.9) and (1.10) in the Theorem 1.1.
For any given time t,
E(0) = E(0) = E(T ) =
∫
R
(
u2 cos2
v
2
+ sin2
v
2
)
ξ cos2
v
2
(T ) dY
=
∫
R∩{cos v
2
6=0}
(
u2 cos2
v
2
+ sin2
v
2
)
ξ cos2
v
2
(T ) dY
=
∫
R∩{cos v
2
6=0}
(
u2 + u2x
)
(t) dY
= E(t)
(4.28)
which proves (1.9).
Similarly for any given time t,
F(0) = F (0) = F (T ) =
∫
R
(
u4 cos4
v
2
+ 2u2 cos2
v
2
sin2
v
2
− 1
3
sin4
v
2
)
ξ (T ) dY
=
∫
R∩{cos v
2
6=0}
(
u4 cos4
v
2
+ 2u2 cos2
v
2
sin2
v
2
)
ξ (T ) dY
−
∫
R
1
3
sin4
v
2
ξ (T ) dY
≤
∫
R∩{cos v
2
6=0}
(
u4 cos4
v
2
+ 2u2 cos2
v
2
sin2
v
2
)
ξ (T ) dY
−
∫
R∩{cos v
2
6=0}
1
3
sin4
v
2
ξ dY
=
∫
R
(
u4 + 2u2u2x −
1
3
u4x
)
(t) dx
= F(t)
(4.29)
which proves (1.10).
As a consequence, we know u(t, ·) ∈W 1,4 ∩W 1,2 for any t. On the other hand
du(t, x(t, Y ))
dt
= uT <∞.
So u(t, x) is Hölder continuous with exponent 3/4 on both t and x by Sobolev embedding
inequalities.
Step 5. In this part, we show that the map t→ u(t, ·) is Lipschitz continuous under L4(R)
distance. We consider any time interval [τ, τ + h]. For any given point (τ, xˆ), we find the
characteristic x(T ) : {T → x(T, Y )} passing through (τ, xˆ), i.e. x(τ) = xˆ.
Since characteristic speed u2 satisfies ‖u2‖L∞ ≤ E0 and also by the first equation in
(4.1), we have
|u(τ + h, xˆ)− u(τ, xˆ)| ≤ |u(τ + h, xˆ)− u(τ + h, x(τ + h, Y ))|
+ |u(τ + h, x(τ + h, Y ))− u(τ, x(τ, Y ))|
≤ sup
|y−xˆ|≤E0h
|u(τ + h, y)− u(τ + h, xˆ)|+
∫ τ+h
τ
|∂xP1 + P2| dt .
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Then integrating it, we obtain∫
R
|u(τ + h, xˆ)− u(τ, xˆ)|4 dx ≤ C1
[∫
R
(∫ xˆ+E0h
xˆ−E0h
|ux(τ + h, y)| dy
)4
dx
+
∫
R
(∫ τ+h
τ
|∂xP1 + P2| dt
)4
dx
]
≤ C2h3
[∫
R
∫ xˆ+E0h
xˆ−E0h
|ux(τ + h, y)|4 dy dx
+
∫
R
∫ τ+h
τ
|∂xP1 + P2|4 dt dx
]
≤ C3h4(‖ux‖4L4 + ‖∂xP1 + P2‖L4)4 , (4.30)
where Ci’s are all positive constants, and C3 depends on E0. Since ‖ux‖L4 and ‖∂xP1 +
P2‖L4 are both uniformly bounded, the map t → u(t, ·) is Lipschitz continuous under
L4(R) metric.
Step 6. Now, we prove that the function u provides a weak solution of (1.4). We denote
Λ = [0,∞)× R and Λˆ = Λ ∩ {(T, Y )| cos v
2
(T, Y ) 6= 0}.
For any test function where φ(x, t) ∈ C1c (Λ), using (4.15) and uY = 0 when cos v2 = 0
which is given by (4.14), we have
0 =
∫∫
Λ
{
uY TφT +
(3
8
u sin2 v + (−u3 + P1 + ∂xP2) cos4 v
2
)
ξφ
}
dY dT
=
∫∫
Λ
{
−uY φT +
(3
8
u sin2 v + (−u3 + P1 + ∂xP2) cos4 v
2
)
ξφ
}
dY dT
=
∫∫
Λˆ
{
−uY φT +
(3
8
u sin2 v + (−u3 + P1 + ∂xP2) cos4 v
2
)
ξφ
}
dY dT
=
∫∫
Λ
{
−uxφT + (−3
2
uu2x − u3 + P1 + ∂xP2)φ
}
dx dt
=
∫∫
Λ
{
−ux
(
φt + u
2 φx) + (−3
2
uu2x − u3 + P1 + ∂xP2)φ
}
dx dt ,
which is exactly (1.7).
Now we induce the Radon measures {µ(t), t ∈ R+}: For any Lebesgue measurable
set {x ∈ A} in R, supposing the corresponding pre-image set of transformation is {Y ∈
G(A)}, one has
µ(t)(A) =
∫
G(A)
(ξ sin4
v
2
) (t, Y ) dY .
Note for every t, u(t, ·) ∈W 1,4, the set {x | cos v2 (t, x) = 0} is of Lebesgue measure zero.
Hence, for every t ∈ R+, the absolutely continuous part of µ(t) w.r.t. Lebesgue measure
has density u4x(t, ·) by (4.26).
We remark that (1.8) is correct. In fact, by (4.1),
−
∫
R+
{∫
(φt + u
2φx)dµ(t)
}
dt = −
∫∫
Λ
sin4
v
2
· ξ φT dY dT (4.31)
=
∫∫
Λ
(sin4
v
2
· ξ)T φdY dT
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=
∫∫
Λ
4
(
u3 − (P1 + ∂xP2)
)
cos
v
2
sin3
v
2
· ξ φ dY dT
=
∫∫
Λˆ
4
(
u3 − (P1 + ∂xP2)
)
cos
v
2
sin3
v
2
· ξ φ dY dT
=
∫∫
Λ
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
φdx dt .
Step 7. Similar as (4.31), the second energy ν(t)(R) is conserved by (4.17). Finally we
prove that for almost every t ∈ R+, the singular part of ν(t) is concentrated on the set where
u = 0.
In fact, when blowup happens, cos v2 = 0, so
vT = −u (4.32)
which is nonzero only when u is non-zero. Hence, by similar proof as in [3], we can prove
that for almost every t ∈ R+, the singular part of ν(t) is concentrated on the set where
u = 0.
Remark 4.1. (i) Note that the result proved in Step 7 is different from the one for Camassa-
Holm equation. In fact, in Camassa-Holm equation, v is defined in a similar way as we do
in this paper, while when singularity happens,
vT = −1
which is never zero. Because of this transversality property, the energy conservative solution
for the Camassa-Holm equation has no energy concentration for almost every time.
However, for the Novikov equation, energy density ν(t) might be concentrated on a set
of time whose measure is not zero. When energy concentration of ν(t) happens, some char-
acteristics tangentially touch each other, then stay together for a period of time. On this
piece of characteristic, cos v2 = 0 and u = 0. For the Camassa-Holm equation, when
characteristics meet tangentially, they will separate immediately.
We believe that this difference is caused by the nonlinearity of the wave speed c(u) for
Novikov equation. In fact, c(u) = u so c′(u) ≡ 1 for the Camassa-Holm equation and
c(u) = u2 so c′(u) = 2u for the Novikov equation. Another nonlinear equation with cusp
singularity and nonlinear wave speed is the variational wave equation
utt − c(u)(c(u)ux)x = 0, 0 < CL < c < CR (4.33)
for some positive constants CL and CR. This equation can be derived from liquid crys-
tal, elasticity, etcs. The global existence and uniqueness of the Hölder continuous energy
conservative solution for the Cauchy problem of (4.33) were established in [2, 6, 21]. Espe-
cially, for almost every time, the energy concentration happens on the set where c′(u) = 0,
cf. [6].
(ii) We also want to point out that in contrast to the CH case, where the energy functional
E is conserved for almost all time, here we have from (4.28) and (4.29) an a.e. in t conser-
vation of F and an exact conservation of E . This is due to the improved regularity of the
solution: roughly speaking, we have
∫
{cos v
2
=0} u
2
x dx ≤ ‖ux‖1/2L4
∣∣{cos v2 = 0}∣∣1/2 = 0.
5. UNIQUENESS FOR SOLUTION OF (1.4)-(1.5)
In this section, we prove that the energy conservative weak solution u(t, x) satisfying
Definition (1.1) is unique, based on the frameworks established in [1, 2].
The key idea is to introduce some new energy variable β, then we prove that u(t, x)
satisfies a semi-linear system, which is very similar to (4.1), under independent variables
(t, β). Using the uniqueness of the solution to the new semi-linear system, we prove the
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uniqueness of energy conservative weak solution of (1.4)-(1.5). However, as discussed in
Remark 4.1, solutions for Novikov equation might be much more singular than those for
Camassa-Holm equation. So we need to introduce some techniques suitable for nonlinear
wave speed.
Here, for any time t and β ∈ R, we define x(t, β) to be the unique point x such that
x(t, β) + µ(t)
{
(−∞, x)} ≤ β ≤ x(t, β) + µ(t){(−∞, x]}. (5.1)
Hence,
β = x(t, β) + µ(t)
{
(−∞, x)}+θ · µ(t){x} (5.2)
for some θ ∈ [0, 1].
Notice at every time where µ(t) is absolutely continuous with density u4x w.r.t. Lebesgue
measure, the above definition gives that
β = x(t, β) +
∫ x(t,β)
−∞
u4x(t, η) dη.
The next lemma, together with Lemma 5.3, establishes the Lipschitz continuity of x and u
as functions of the variables t, β.
Lemma 5.1. Let u = u(t, x) be a conservative solution of (1.4)-(1.5). Then, for every
t ≥ 0, the maps β 7→ x(t, β) and β 7→ u(t, β) .= u(t, x(t, β)) implicitly defined by (5.1)
are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 1. The map t 7→ x(t, β) is also Lipschitz
continuous with a constant depending only on ‖u0‖H1 and ‖u0‖W 1,4 .
Proof. Step 1. Fix any time t ≥ 0. Then the map
x 7→ β(t, x)
is right continuous and strictly increasing. Hence it has a well defined, continuous, nonde-
creasing inverse β 7→ x(t, β). If β1 < β2, then
x(t, β2)− x(t, β1) + µ(t)
{
(x(t, β1) , x(t, β2))
} ≤ β2 − β1 . (5.3)
This implies
x(t, β2)− x(t, β1) ≤ β2 − β1 ,
showing that the map β 7→ x(t, β) is a contraction.
Step 2. To prove the Lipschitz continuity of the map β 7→ u(t, β), assume β1 < β2. By
(5.3) it follows
|u(t, x(t, β2))− u(t, x(t, β1))| ≤
∫ x(t,β2)
x(t,β1)
|ux| dx
≤ [x(t, β2)− x(t, β1) + µ(t) {(x(t, β1) , x(t, β2))}]
≤ (β2 − β1).
(5.4)
Step 3. Next, we prove the Lipschitz continuity of the map t 7→ x(t, β). Assume
x(τ, β) = y. We recall that the family of measures µ(t) satisfies the balance law (1.8),
where for each t the source term 4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2) satisfies
‖4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)‖L1(R) ≤ CS , (5.5)
for some constant CS depending only on the H1 and W 1,4 norm of u. Furthermore,
‖u2‖L∞(R) ≤ C∞ .= ‖u‖2H1(R) . (5.6)
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Therefore, for t > τ we have
µ(t)
{
(−∞ , y − C∞(t− τ))
} ≤ µ(τ){(−∞ , y)}+ CS(t− τ) .
Defining y−(t) .= y − (C∞ + CS)(t− τ), we obtain
y−(t) + µ(t)
{
(−∞ , y−(t)]} ≤ y − (C∞ + CS)(t− τ) + µ(τ) {(−∞ , y)}+ CS(t− τ)
≤ y + µ(τ) {(−∞ , y)} ≤ β
This implies x(t, β) ≥ y−(t) for all t > τ . A similar argument yields
x(t, β) ≤ y+(t) .= y + (C∞ + CS)(t− τ),
proving the uniform Lipschitz continuity of the map t 7→ x(t, β). 
The next lemma shows that characteristics can be uniquely determined by an integral
equation combining the characteristic equation and balance law of µ(t).
Lemma 5.2. Let u = u(t, x) be a conservative solution of (1.4)-(1.5). Then, for any y¯ ∈ R
there exists a unique Lipschitz continuous map t 7→ x(t) which satisfies both
d
dt
x(t) = u2(t, x(t)), x(0) = y¯ (5.7)
and
d
dt
[
µ(t) {(−∞, x(t))}+ θ(t, y¯) · µ(t) {x(t)}
]
=
∫ x(t)
−∞
[
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
]
(t, x) dx, x(0) = y¯,
(5.8)
for some function θ ∈ [0, 1] and a.e. t ≥ 0. In addition, for any 0 ≤ τ ≤ t one has
u(t, x(t))− u(τ, x(τ)) = −
∫ t
τ
(∂xP1 + P2)(s, x(s)) ds . (5.9)
Proof. Step 1. Using the adapted coordinates (t, β), we write the characteristic starting at
y¯ in the form t 7→ x(t) = x(t, β(t)), where β(·) is a map to be determined. By summing
up (5.7) and (5.8) and integrating w.r.t. time we obtain
β(t) = x(t) + µ(t)
{
(−∞, x(t))}+ θ(t) · µ(t){x(t)}
= β¯ +
∫ t
0
∫ x(s)
−∞
[2uux + 4u
3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)](s, x) dx ds ,
(5.10)
with
β¯ = y¯ +
∫ y¯
−∞
u40,x(x) dx . (5.11)
Introducing the function
G(t, β)
.
=
∫ x(t,β)
−∞
[2uux + 4u
3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)] dx , (5.12)
then we can rewrite the equation (5.10) in the form
β(t) = β¯ +
∫ t
0
G(s, β(s)) ds . (5.13)
The equation (5.13) is the starting point for our analysis. In the following steps we will show
that this integral equation has a unique solution t 7→ β(t). Moreover the corresponding
function t 7→ x(t, β(t)) satisfies the other two equations in the Lemma.
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Step 2. For each fixed t ≥ 0, the function β 7→ G(t, β) defined at (5.12) is uniformly
bounded and absolutely continuous. Furthermore, by (5.2) and (5.12),
Gβ(t, β) = 0 when µ(t){x(t, β)} 6= 0,
and elsewhere
Gβ = [2uux + 4u
3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)]xβ ∈ [−C, C] (5.14)
for some constant C depending only on the H1 and W 1,4 norm of u. Hence the function G
in (5.12) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. β.
Step 3. Thanks to the Lipschitz continuity of the function G, the existence of a unique
solution to the integral equation (5.13) can be proved by a standard fixed point argument.
The detail can be found in [1].
FIGURE 1. Test function ϕ introduced at (5.18). In the region outside the
dashed box, ϕ = 0.
Step 4. By the previous construction, the map t 7→ x(t) .= x(t, β(t)) defined by (5.1)
provides the unique solution to (5.10). Due to the Lipschitz continuity of β(t) and x(t) =
x(t, β(t)), β(t) and x(t) are differentiable almost everywhere, so we only have to consider
the time where x(t) is differentiable.
It suffices to show that (5.7) holds at almost every time. Assume, on the contrary, x˙(τ) 6=
u2(τ, x(τ)). Without loss of generality, let
x˙(τ) = u2(τ, x(τ)) + 2ε0 (5.15)
for some ε0 > 0. The case ε0 < 0 is entirely similar. To derive a contradiction we observe
that, for all t ∈ (τ, τ + δ], with δ > 0 small enough one has
x+(t)
.
= x(τ) + (t− τ)[u2(τ, x(τ)) + ε0] < x(t) . (5.16)
We also observe that if ϕ is Lipschitz continuous with compact support then (1.8) is still
true.
For any  > 0 small, we can still use the below test functions used in [1].
ρ(s, y)
.
=

0 if y ≤ −−1,
(y + −1) if − −1 ≤ y ≤ 1− −1,
1 if 1− −1 ≤ y ≤ x+(s),
1− −1(y − x(s)) if x+(s) ≤ y ≤ x(s)+ + ,
0 if y ≥ x+(s) + ,
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χ(s)
.
=

0 if s ≤ τ − ,
−1(s− τ + ) if τ −  ≤ s ≤ τ,
1 if τ ≤ s ≤ t,
1− −1(s− t) if t ≤ s < t+ ,
0 if s ≥ t+ .
(5.17)
Define
ϕ(s, y)
.
= min{%(s, y), χ(s)}. (5.18)
Using ϕ as test function in (1.8) we obtain∫ [ ∫
(ϕt + u
2ϕx)dµ(t) +
∫ (
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
ϕ dx
]
dt = 0. (5.19)
Suppose t is sufficiently close to τ , then for s ∈ [τ + , t− ] one has
0 = ϕt + [u
2(τ, x(τ)) + ε0]ϕ

x ≤ ϕt + u2(s, x)ϕx ,
because u2(s, x) < u2(τ, x(τ)) + ε0 by the Hölder continuity of u and ϕx ≤ 0.
Since the family of measures µ(t) depends continuously on t in the topology of weak
convergence, taking the limit of (5.19) as → 0, we obtain
µ(t)
{
(−∞, x+(t)]}
≥ µ(τ)
{
(−∞, x+(τ)]}+ ∫ t
τ
∫ x+(s)
−∞
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
dxds
= µ(τ)
{
(−∞, x(τ)]}+ ∫ t
τ
∫ x(s)
−∞
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
dxds+ o1(t− τ).
(5.20)
Notice that the last term is a higher order infinitesimal, satisfying o1(t−τ)t−τ → 0 as t→ τ .
Indeed
|o1(t− τ)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
τ
∫ x(s)
x+(s)
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
dxds
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ∥∥[4u3 − 4(P1 + ∂xP2)]∥∥L∞ · ∫ t
τ
∫ x(s)
x+(s)
|u3x| dxds
≤ ∥∥[4u3 − 4(P1 + ∂xP2)]∥∥L∞ · ∫ t
τ
(x(s)− x+(s))1/4 ‖ux(s, ·)‖3L4 ds
≤ C(t− τ)5/4.
For t sufficiently close to τ , we have
β(t) = x(t) + µ(t)
{
(−∞, x(t))}+ θ(t) · µ(t){x(t)}
≥ x(τ) + (t− τ)[u2(τ, x(τ)) + ε0] + µ(t)
{
(−∞, x+(t)]}
≥ x(τ) + (t− τ)[u2(τ, x(τ)) + ε0] + µ(t)
{
(−∞, x+(τ)]}
+
∫ t
τ
∫ x(s)
−∞
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
dxds+ o1(t− τ)
(5.21)
where we also use (5.20) and (5.16).
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On the other hand, by (5.12) and (5.13) a linear approximation yields
β(t) = β(τ)+(t−τ)
[
u2(τ, x(τ)) +
∫ x(τ)
−∞
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
dx
]
+o2(t−τ)
(5.22)
with o2(t−τ)t−τ → 0 as t→ τ .
Combining (5.22) and (5.21), we find
β(τ) + (t− τ)
[
u2(τ, x(τ)) +
∫ x(τ)
−∞
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
dx
]
+ o2(t− τ)
≥ x(τ) + (t− τ)[u2(τ, x(τ)) + ε0] + µ(t)
{
(−∞, x+(τ)]}
+
∫ t
τ
∫ x(s)
−∞
(
4u3u3x − 4u3x(P1 + ∂xP2)
)
dxds+ o1(t− τ).
(5.23)
Subtracting common terms, dividing both sides by t − τ and letting t → τ , we achieve a
contradiction. Therefore, (5.7) must hold. As a consequence, (5.9) is proved by (5.7) and
(5.10).
Step 5. We now prove (5.9). By (1.7), for every test function φ ∈ C∞c (R2) one has∫ ∞
0
∫ [
uφt +
u3
3
φx − (∂xP1 + P2)φ
]
dxdt+
∫
u0(x)φ(0, x) dx = 0 . (5.24)
Given any ϕ ∈ C∞c , let φ = ϕx. Since the map x 7→ u(t, x) is absolutely continuous, we
can integrate by parts w.r.t. x and obtain∫ ∞
0
∫ [
uxϕt + u
2uxϕx + (∂xP1 + P2)ϕx
]
dxdt+
∫
u0,x(x)ϕ(0, x) dx = 0 . (5.25)
By an approximation argument, the identity (5.25) remains valid for any test function ϕ
which is Lipschitz continuous with compact support. For any  > 0 sufficiently small, we
thus consider the functions
%(s, y)
.
=

0 if y ≤ −−1,
y + −1 if − −1 ≤ y ≤ 1− −1,
1 if 1− −1 ≤ y ≤ x(s),
1− −1(y − x(s)) if x(s) ≤ y ≤ x(s) + ,
0 if y ≥ x(s) + ,
ψ(s, y)
.
= min{%(s, y), χ(s)}, (5.26)
with χ(s) as in (5.17). We now use the test function ϕ = ψ in (5.25) and let  → 0.
Observing that the function (∂xP1 + P2) is continuous, we obtain∫ x(t)
−∞
ux(t, x) dx =
∫ x(τ)
−∞
ux(τ, x) dx−
∫ t
τ
(∂xP1 + P2)(s, x(s)) ds
+ lim
→0
∫ t+
τ−
∫ x(s)+
x(s)
ux(ψ

t + u
2ψx)dxds .
(5.27)
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To complete the proof it suffices to show that the last term on the right hand side of (5.27)
vanishes. Since ux ∈ L2, Cauchy’s inequality yields∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t+
τ−
∫ x(s)+
x(s)
ux(ψ

t + u
2ψx)dxds
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∫ t+
τ−
(∫ x(s)+
x(s)
|ux|2dx
)1/2(∫ x(s)+
x(s)
(ψt + u
2ψx)
2dx
)1/2
ds .
(5.28)
We only have to show that∫ x(s)+
x(s)
(ψt + u
2ψx)
2dx→ 0, as → 0.
In fact, for every time s ∈ [τ − , t+ ] by construction we have
ψx(s, y) = 
−1, ψt(s, y) + u
2(s, x(s))ψx(s, y) = 0,
when x(s) < y < x(s) + . This implies∫ x(s)+
x(s)
|ψt(s, y) + u2(s, y)ψx(s, y)|2dy
= −2
∫ x(s)+
x(s)
|u2(s, y)− u2(s, x(s))|2dy
≤ −1 ·
(
max
x(s)≤y≤x(s)+
|u2(s, y)− u2(s, x(s))|
)2
≤ −1 ·
(∫ x(s)+
x(s) |2uux(s, y)| dy
)2
≤ −1 · (2‖u(s)‖L∞3/4 · ‖ux(s)‖L4)2 ≤ 4‖u(s)‖4W 1,41/2 → 0,
(5.29)
as → 0.
Step 6. The uniqueness of the solution t 7→ x(t) now becomes clear. 
Relying on (5.9) we can now show the Lipschitz continuity of u w.r.t. t, in the auxiliary
coordinate system.
Lemma 5.3. Let u = u(t, x) be a conservative solution of Novikov equation. Then the map
(t, β) 7→ u(t, β) .= u(t, x(t, β)) is Lipschitz continuous, with a constant depending only on
the norm ‖u0‖H1 and ‖u0‖W 1,4 .
Proof. Using (5.4), (5.13), and (5.9), and we obtain∣∣u(t, x(t, β¯))− u(τ, β¯)∣∣
≤ ∣∣u(t, x(t, β¯))− u(t, x(t, β(t)))∣∣+ |u(t, x(t, β(t)))− u(τ, x(τ, β(τ)))|
≤ 1
2
|β(t)− β¯|+ C(t− τ)
≤ C(t− τ)
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where C is a constant depending only on the norm ‖u0‖H1 and ‖u0‖W 1,4 . 
The next result shows that the solutions β(·) of (5.13) depend Lipschitz continuously on
the initial data.
Lemma 5.4. Let u be a conservative solution to Novikov equation. Call t 7→ β(t; τ, β¯) the
solution to the integral equation
β(t) = β¯ +
∫ t
τ
G(τ, β(τ)) dτ, (5.30)
with G as in (5.12). Then there exists a constant C such that, for any two initial data β¯1, β¯2
and any t, τ ≥ 0 the corresponding solutions satisfy
|β(t; τ, β¯1)− β(t; τ, β¯2)| ≤ eC|t−τ | |β¯1 − β¯2|. (5.31)
Proof. The proof is easy because of the Lipschitz continuity of G with respect to β. We
leave it to the reader. 
Lemma 5.5. Assume u ∈ H1(R)∩W 1,4(R). Then Pix, i = 1 or 2, is absolutely continuous
and satisfies
P1xx = P1 −
(
3
2
uu2x + u
3
)
. (5.32)
and
P2xx = P2 −
3
2
u3x. (5.33)
Proof. The function φ(x) = e−|x|/2 satisfies the distributional identity
D2xφ = φ− δ0 ,
where δ0 denotes a unit Dirac mass at the origin. Therefore, for every function f ∈ L1(R),
the convolution satisfies
D2x(φ ∗ f) = φ ∗ f − f .
Choosing f to be 32uu
2
x + u
3 and u3x we obtain the result. 
6. PROOF OF UNIQUENESS
The proof will be established in several steps.
Step 1. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3, the map (t, β) 7→ (x, u)(t, β) is Lipschitz continuous.
An entirely similar argument shows that the maps β 7→ G(t, β) .= G(t, x(t, β)) and β 7→
Pix(t, β)
.
= Pix(t, x(t, β)) are also Lipschitz continuous. By Rademacher’s theorem, the
partial derivatives xt, xβ , ut, uβ , Gβ , P1x,β and P2x,β exist almost everywhere. Moreover,
a.e. point (t, β) is a Lebesgue point for these derivatives. Calling t 7→ β(t, β¯) the unique
solution to the integral equation (5.13), by Lemma 5.4 for a.e. β¯ the following holds.
(GC) For a.e. t > 0, except a measure zero set N ∈ R+, the point (t, β(t, β¯)) is a
Lebesgue point for the partial derivatives xt, xβ, ut, uβ, Gβ, Px,β .
If (GC) holds, we then say that t 7→ β(t, β¯) is a good characteristic.
Step 2. We seek an ODE describing how the quantities uβ and xβ vary along a good
characteristic. As in Lemma 5.4, we denote by t 7→ β(t; τ, β¯) the solution to (5.30). If
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τ, t /∈ N , assuming that β(·; τ, β¯) is a good characteristic, differentiating (5.30) w.r.t. β¯ we
find
∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯) = 1 +
∫ t
τ
Gβ(s, β(s; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(s; τ, β¯) ds (6.1)
Next, differentiating w.r.t. β¯ the identity
x(t, β(t; τ, β¯)) = x(τ, β¯) +
∫ t
τ
u2(s, x(s, β(t; τ, β¯))) ds
we obtain
xβ(t, β(t; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯) = xβ(τ, β¯) +
∫ t
τ
(u2)β(s, β(s; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(s; τ, β¯) ds.
(6.2)
Finally, differentiating w.r.t. β¯ the identity (5.9), we obtain
uβ(t, β(t; τ, β¯))· ∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯) = uβ(τ, β¯)+
∫ t
τ
(∂xP1+P2)β(s, β(s; τ, β¯))· ∂
∂β¯
β(s; τ, β¯) ds .
(6.3)
Combining (6.1)–(6.3), we thus obtain the system of ODEs
d
dt
[
∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯)
]
= Gβ(t, β(t; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯),
d
dt
[
xβ(t, β(t; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯)
]
= (u2)β(t, β(t; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯),
d
dt
[
uβ(t, β(t; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯)
]
= (∂xP1 + P2)β(t, β(t; τ, β¯)) · ∂
∂β¯
β(t; τ, β¯).
(6.4)
In particular, the quantities within square brackets on the left hand sides of (6.4) are abso-
lutely continuous. From (6.4), using Lemma 5.5 along a good characteristic we obtain
d
dt
xβ +Gβxβ = 2uuβ ,
d
dt
uβ +Gβuβ = (−∂xP1 − P2)x xβ
=
[
−P1 − ∂xP2 + 3
2
uu2x + u
3
]
xβ
=
[−P1 − ∂xP2 + u3]xβ + 3
2
u(xβ(1− xβ))1/2,
(6.5)
where the first equation is obtained by the first two equations in (6.4) and the second equa-
tion is obtained by the first and third equations in (6.4)
Step 3. We now go back to the original (t, x) coordinates and derive an evolution equa-
tion for the partial derivative ux along a “good" characteristic curve.
On any “good" characteristic (GC): x = Γ(t), we denote the set
Ts =
{
t ∈ R+
∣∣∣ |ux(t,Γ(t))| <∞}
which is equivalent to the set of time when xβ > 0 on x = Γ(t). We further define
Tu =
{
t ∈ R+, t 6∈ Ts
}
,
Tui = inner point of Tu , Tub = boundary point of Tu = Tu\Tui.
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and it is clear that
Tub = boundary point of Ts = Tsb .
Hence we have
R+ = Ts ∪ Tu = Ts ∪ Tui ∪ Tub .
The solution along the good characteristic will be constructed as follows. First, if t ∈ Tui,
we define
v
(
t,Γ(t)
)
= pi, u
(
t,Γ(t)
)
= 0 . (6.6)
Here u = 0 because an inner point of Tu only possibly exists on the set of time when u = 0
along any fixed GC.
Fix a point (τ, x¯) with τ ∈ Ts, on which xβ > 0. Assume that x¯ is a Lebesgue point for
the map x 7→ ux(τ, x). Let β¯ be such that x¯ = x(τ, β¯) and assume that t 7→ β(t; τ, β¯) is a
good characteristic, so that (GC) holds. We observe that
u4x(τ, x) =
1
xβ(τ, β¯)
− 1 ≥ 0 when xβ(τ, β¯) > 0 .
As long as xβ > 0, along the characteristic through (τ, x¯) the partial derivative ux can be
computed as
ux
(
t, x(t, β(t; τ, β¯))
)
=
uβ(t, β(t; τ, β¯))
xβ(t, β(t; τ, β¯))
. (6.7)
Using the two ODEs (6.2)-(6.3) describing the evolution of uβ and xβ , we conclude that the
map t 7→ ux(t, x(t, β(t; τ β¯))) is absolutely continuous (as long as xβ 6= 0) and satisfies
d
dt
ux(t, x(t, β(t; τ β¯))) =
d
dt
(
uβ
xβ
)
=
xβ
{
[P1 + ∂xP2 +
3
2u(
1
xβ
− 1)1/2 + u3]xβ − uβGβ
}
− uβ {2uuβ − xβGβ}
x2β
= −P1 − ∂xP2 + 3
2
u(
1
xβ
− 1)1/2 + u3 − uβGβ
xβ
− 2uu
2
β
x2β
+
uβGβ
xβ
= −P1 − ∂xP2 + u3 − 1
2
u(
1
xβ
− 1)1/2.
(6.8)
In turn, as long as xβ > 0 this implies
d
dt
arctanux(t, x(t, β(t; τ β¯))) =
1
1 + u2x
· d
dt
ux
=
(
P1 + ∂xP2 − 3
2
u(
1
xβ
− 1)1/2 − u3 − u
2
β
x2β
)
x
1/2
β
x
1/2
β + (1− xβ)1/2
=
(−P1 − ∂xP2 + u3) x1/2β
x
1/2
β + (1− xβ)1/2
− 1
2
u
(1− xβ)1/2
x
1/2
β + (1− xβ)1/2
(6.9)
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Now we consider the function
v
.
=
{
2 arctanux if 0 < xβ ≤ 1,
pi if xβ = 0.
(6.10)
Observe that this implies
x
1/2
β
x
1/2
β + (1− xβ)1/2
=
1
1 + u2x
= cos2
v
2
, (6.11)
and
(1− xβ)1/2
x
1/2
β + (1− xβ)1/2
=
u2x
1 + u2x
= sin2
v
2
. (6.12)
In the following, v will be regarded as a map taking values in the unit circle Σ .= [−pi, pi]
with endpoints identified. We claim that, along each good characteristic, the map t 7→
v(t)
.
= v(t, x(t, β(t; τ β¯))) is absolutely continuous and satisfies
d
dt
v(t) = 2
(−P1 − ∂xP2 + u3) cos2 v
2
− u sin2 v
2
. (6.13)
Indeed, denote by xβ(t), uβ(t) and ux(t) = uβ(t)/xβ(t) the values of xβ , uβ , and ux along
this particular characteristic. Hence we have xβ(t) > 0 when t ∈ Ts and xβ(t) = 0 when
t ∈ Tui. As a consequence, when t ∈ Tui, by (6.13),
0 =
d
dt
v(t) = −u,
hence u = 0, which agrees with (6.6).
If τ is any time where xβ(τ) > 0, we can find a neighborhood I = [τ − δ, τ + δ] such
that xβ(t) > 0 on I . By (6.9) and (6.11), v = 2 arctan(uβ/xβ) is absolutely continuous
restricted to I and satisfies (6.13). To prove our claim, it thus remains to show that t 7→ v(t)
is continuous on the set Tub of times where xβ(t) = 0.
Suppose t0 ∈ Tub = Tsb, which implies xβ(t0) = 0. Take a sequence {tn} in Ts with
limiting point t0. By definition of Ts we have xβ(tn) > 0. Moreover (6.5) indicates that
xβ(t) is Lipschitz continuous in Ts. Therefore from the identity
u4x(tn) =
1− xβ(tn)
xβ(tn)
, (6.14)
it follows that as tn → t0, xβ(tn)→ 0 and u4x(tn)→∞. This implies v(t) = 2 arctanux(t)
→ ±pi. Since we identify the points ±pi, this establishes the continuity of v for all t ≥ 0,
proving our claim.
Step 4. Let now u = u(t, x) be a conservative solution. As shown by the previous
analysis, in terms of the variables t, β the quantities x, u, v satisfy the semilinear system
d
dt
β(t, β¯) = G(t, β(t, β¯)),
d
dt
x(t, β(t, β¯)) = u2(t, β(t, β¯)),
d
dt
u(t, β(t, β¯)) = ∂xP1 + P2,
d
dt
v(t, β(t, β¯)) = 2
(−P1 − ∂xP2 + u3) cos2 v2 − u sin2 v2 .
(6.15)
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We recall that P1, P2 and G were defined at (1.6) and (5.12), respectively. Furthermore, P1,
P2, ∂xP1 and ∂xP2 admits representations in terms of the variable β, namely
P1(x(β)) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
{
−
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ β′
β
cos4 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
}
·
[
3
2
u(β′)
sin2 v(β
′)
2 cos
2 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
+ u3
cos4 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
]
dβ′,
(6.16)
P2(x(β)) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
{
−
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ β′
β
cos4 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
}
·
[
1
2
sin3 v(β
′)
2 cos
v(β′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
]
dβ′,
(6.17)
∂xP1(x(β)) =
1
2
(∫ ∞
β
−
∫ β
−∞
)
exp
{
−
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ β′
β
cos4 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
}
·
[
3
2
u(β′)
sin2 v(β
′)
2 cos
2 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
+ u3
cos4 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
]
dβ′,
(6.18)
∂xP2(x(β)) =
1
2
(∫ ∞
β
−
∫ β
−∞
)
exp
{
−
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ β′
β
cos4 v(β
′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
}
·
[
1
2
sin3 v(β
′)
2 cos
v(β′)
2
sin4 v(β
′)
2 + cos
4 v(β
′)
2
]
dβ′,
(6.19)
For every β¯ ∈ R we have the initial condition
β(0, β¯) = β¯,
x(0, β¯) = x(0, β¯),
u(0, β¯) = u0(x(0, β¯)),
v(0, β¯) = 2 arctanu0,x(x(0, β¯)).
(6.20)
To see the Lipschitz continuity of all coefficients, we only need to note one fact that
sin4
v
2
+ cos4
v
2
= sin4
v
2
+ (1− sin2 v
2
)2 ≥ 1
2
.
As a consequence, the Cauchy problem (6.15), (6.20) has a unique solution, globally defined
for all t ≥ 0, x ∈ R.
Step 5. To complete the proof of uniqueness, consider two conservative solutions u, u˜
of the Novikov equation (1.4) with the same initial data u0 ∈ H1(R) ∩ W 1,4(R). For
a.e. t ≥ 0 the corresponding Lipschitz continuous maps β 7→ x(t, β), β 7→ x˜(t, β) are
strictly increasing. Hence they have continuous inverses, say x 7→ β∗(t, x), x 7→ β˜∗(t, x).
By the previous analysis, the map (t, β) 7→ (x, u, v)(t, β) is uniquely determined by the
initial data u0. Therefore
x(t, β) = x˜(t, β), u(t, β) = u˜(t, β).
In turn, for a.e. t ≥ 0 this implies
u(t, x) = u(t, β∗(t, x)) = u˜(t, β˜∗(t, x)) = u˜(t, x).
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